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The meanings are as follows: In the descriptions: Secure the clamp to the assembly stand with
two washers and two M8 nuts. This service manual contains detailed descriptions of all the
repair and servicing procedures specific to this power tool series. There are separate
handbooks for servicing procedures for standardized parts and assemblies that are installed in
several STIHL power tool models. Reference is made to these handbooks in the appropriate
chapters in this manual. Differences are described in detail. You should make use of the
illustrated parts lists while carrying out repair work. They show the installed positions of the
individual components and assemblies. Refer to the latest edition of the relevant parts list to
check the part numbers of any replacement parts needed. A fault on the power tool may have
several causes. Consult the troubleshooting charts for all assemblies in the "Standard Repairs,
Troubleshooting" handbook. Refer to the "Technical Information" bulletins for engineering
changes which have been introduced since publication of this service manual. Technical
information bulletins also supplement the parts list until a revised edition is issued. They must
not be passed to third parties. Servicing and repairs to the powerhead are considerably easier if
it is mounted on assembly stand 2 with the aid of clamping plate 1 First remove the clutch
housing and secure the powerhead to the stand with two M6x20 and two M10x25 hex. The
machine or powerhead can then be swivelled to the best position for the ongoing repair and this
leaves both hands free. Servicing and repairs are made considerably easier if the machine is
mounted on assembly stand 2 with the aid of clamp 1 Fuel System Diaphragm carburetor Open
approx. Carburetor: Standard setting on carburetors with three adjusting screws High speed
screw H: Low speed screw L: Carburetor leakage test at gauge pressure: Function of tank vent
at gauge pressure: under vacuum: Fuel tank capacity: Octane rating: Fuel mixture: Mix ratio: Air
filter:. Air gap: Length of ignition lead: Spark plug suppressed : Electrode gap: Splark plug
thread: Length of thread:. Electronic magneto ignition breakerless with integral trigger unit and
electronic speed governor 0. Spiral-toothed bevel gear drive DG and P screws Plastoform are
used in polymer and lightmetal components. These screws form a permanent thread when they
are installed for the first time. They can be removed and installed as often as necessary without
detrimentally affecting the strength of the screwed assembly, providing the specified tightening
torque is observed. For this reason it is essential to use a torque wrench. Thread size IS-B3.
Torque Nm lbf. Use the following procedure to fit a DG or P screw in an existing thread: Place
the DG or P screw in the hole and rotate it counterclockwise until it drops down slightly. Tighten
the screw clockwise to the specified torque. This procedure ensures that the screw engages
properly in the existing thread and does not form a new thread. Note: Power screwdriver speed
settings for polymer: Plastoform screws max. Removal Troubleshooting chart - see "Standard
Repairs, Troubleshooting" handbook. Fit locking strip 1 All models Inspect clutch drum. There
should be no scores or signs of excessive wear. Important: If there are signs of serious wear on
the inside diameter, fit a new clutch drum see Twist the clutch shoes and detach the springs.

Important: Clutch shoes and springs must always be replaced in pairs. Important: If the spark
plug comes with a separate terminal nut, always fit the nut on the thread and tighten it down
securely. Fit clutch shoes with springs and bushings so that the arrows point counterclockwise.
Fit the carrier and tighten it down to 24 Nm Troubleshooting chart - see "Standard Repairs,
Troubleshooting" handbook. Muffler Spark arresting screen FS Remove the gasket. Reassemble
in the reverse sequence. Defective oil seals, gaskets, cracks in castings or a faulty sealing ring
between the carburetor housing and cylinder are the usual causes of leaks. Such faults allow air
to enter the engine and thus upset the fuel-air mixture. This makes adjustment of the prescribed
idle speed difficult, if not impossible. Moreover, the transition from idle speed to part or full
throttle is not smooth. The crankcase can be checked thoroughly for leaks with the carburetor
and crankcase tester and the vacuum pump. This can be checked through the inlet port. Slide
the sealing plate 1 between the gasket and cylinder exhaust port and retighten the mounting
screws moderately. Note: The sealing plate must completely fill the space between the two
mounting screws. Oil seals tend to fail when subjected to a vacuum, i. An additional test can be
carried out with the vacuum pump to detect this kind of fault. However, if the indicated pressure
drops, the leak must be located and the faulty part replaced. Note: To find the leak, coat the
suspect area with oil and pressurize the crankcase again. Bubbles will appear if a leak exists.
Close the vent screw 1 on the rubber bulb. If this pressure remains constant for at least 20
seconds, the crankcase or decompression valve, if fitted, is airtight. Operate lever 2 until the
gauge 3 indicates a vacuum of 0. FS , , , , , , FR , Use the press sleeve 1 to press it fully home.
Apply the puller 1 with No. Important: Take care not to damage crankshaft stub. Clutch side: Remove carrier - see 3. Note: If the vacuum reading remains constant, or rises to no more than
0. However, if the pressure continues to rise reduced vacuum in the crankcase , the oil seals
must be replaced. It is not necessary to disassemble the complete engine to replace the oil
seals. The FS engine is shown in the illustrations. Always check and, if necessary, repair the
fuel system, carburetor, air filter and ignition system before looking for faults on the engine.
Take out screws 1. Pull away the carburetor housing 2 , ease grommet out of carburetor
housing and pull the extended throttle cable out of the housing opening. Assemble in the
reverse sequence. Press home with press sleeve 1 Fit stub 1 on carburetor housing in the
sealing ring 2 and throttle cable 3 in the retainer 4. Release and unscrew the four cylinder base
screws. New cylinders are only available with piston. To remove the clutch and carrier, block
the crankshaft by sliding the wooden assembly block between the piston and crankcase. Insert
stub 3 in the sealing ring 4. Now use the assembly drift 2 to push the piston pin 1 out of the
piston. Note: If the piston pin is stuck, tap the end of the drift lightly with a hammer if necessary.
Hold the piston steady during this process to ensure that no jolts are transmitted to the
connecting rod. Push the assembly drift, small diameter first, through the piston and small end
needle cage and line up the piston. Fit the piston pin 1 on the assembly drift 2 and slide it into
the piston the pin slides home easily if the piston is hot. Modify sleeve of installing tool as
shown in drawing. Use installing tool 1 to fit the snap rings. Note: For instructions on how to
use the installing tool see "Standard Repairs, Troubleshooting" handbook. Lubricate piston and
piston rings with oil. Rest piston 1 on wooden assembly block 2 It is important to observe this
point as the piston rings might otherwise break. Slide the cylinder over the piston - the
clamping strap is pushed downward as the piston rings slip into the cylinder. Position the
piston rings so that the radii at the ring gap meet at the fixing pin in the piston groove when the
rings are compressed. Use the clamping strap 1 to compress the piston rings around the piston
and check that the piston rings are correctly positioned. Use socket 1 to tighten down cylinder
base screws to 8. Assemble all other parts in the reverse sequence. Note: The piston must be
removed to make sure that no residue can fall into the crankcase when installing the piston
rings and cleaning their grooves. Illustrations show piston in model FS Install the new piston
rings in the grooves so that the radii 1 face the fixing pin 2. Take short circuit wire 3 out of base
of guide and remove it from the retainers 4. Hold ZS installing tool against clutch side of
crankcase so that the notch marked "16" is at the bottom. Insert M6x20 screws 2 in holes
marked "17" and tighten them down against the drilled plate. Note: ZS installing tools without
holes "16", "17" and "18" and notches "16" and "17" can be modified as shown in the
illustration. Holes "16" and "18" are needed at the starter side of the crankcase. The illustration
shows the underside of the drilled plate. Rotate spindle 1 counterclockwise until the crankshaft
comes out of the ball bearing. The two halves of the crankcase are separated in this process.
Place extension 1 on crankshat stub and sleeve 2 on bores at starter side of crankcase. Puller 1
can be used in place of the ZS installing tool. It is mounted to the clutch side of the crankcase
wit M6x20 screws 2. Hold ZS installing tool 1 against starter side of crankcase so that the notch
marked "16" is at the bottom. Turn thrust bolt 3 clockwise until the crankshaft is released from
the ball bearing. FS Insert screws 1 from ZS installing tool kit in holes marked "16", fit washers

at other side and screw on nuts. The crankshaft 1 , connecting rod 2 and needle bearing form an
inseparable unit. It must always be replaced as a complete unit. Installing Crankshaft Note: This
operation must be carried out very quickly because the bearing absorbs heat immediately and
begins to expand. Each half of the crankcase may be replaced separately. New crankcases
come with factory-installed ball bearings. If the original crankcase is used again, remove the
gasket residue and clean the mating surfaces they must be cleaned very thoroughly to ensure a
perfect seal. Check that bushings are in position. If necessary, drive bushings into the
crankcase. If it is not possible to heat the starter side of the crankcase, use press arbor 1 to
press in the ball bearing as far as stop. Use press arbor 1 to remove ball bearing. Fit ball
bearing in crankcase by hand and push it home as far as stop. Note: This operation must be
carried out very quickly because the bearing absorbs heat immediately and begins to expand.
Position the straight stub of the crankshaft in the bearing at the clutch side of the crankcase.
Hold the spindle steady and rotate sleeve counterclockwise until it butts against the ball
bearing. Screw spindle 1 of installing tool fully into the sleeve 2 left-hand thread. Hold the
sleeve steady and rotate spindle clockwise until the crankshaft butts against the ball bearing.
Important: During this process the connecting rod without piston must point towards the
cylinder flange. If it is not possible to heat the clutch side of the crankcase, use press arbor 1 to
press in the ball bearing as far as stop. Hold the crankshaft steady and screw the spindle 1
clockwise onto the stub 2 as far as stop. Hold the sleeve steady and rotate spindle clockwise
until the two halves of the crankcase are together. Hold crankshaft steady and screw the spindle
1 clockwise onto the stub 2 as far as stop. Insert screws and use socket 1 to tighten them down
to 8. Assemble as other parts in the reverse sequence. Exercise extreme caution when carrying
out maintenance and repair work on the ignition system. The high voltages which occur can
cause serious or even fatal accidents! Troubleshooting on the ignition system should always
begin at the spark plug. See "Standard Repairs, Troubleshooting" handbook. Use standard
commercial longreach 13 mm socket to unscrew the decompression valve. Note: The electronic
breakerless ignition system basically consists of an ignition module 1 and flywheel 2. The
illustration shows the FS Use pliers to grip the leg spring and pull it out of the spark plug boot.
Pinch hook of leg spring into the center of the lead, i. Pull the lead back into the boot so that the
leg spring locates properly inside it. Unscrew the ignition lead from the contact pin and pull it
out of the high voltage output. Ignition Module Accurate testing of the ignition module is only
possible with sophisticated test equipment. For this reason it is only necessary to carry out a
spark test in the workshop. A new ignition module must be installed if no ignition spark is
obtained after checking that wiring and stop switch are in good condition. The ignition module
accommodates all the components required to control ignition timing. Use a pointed tool awl or
gimlet to pierce the center of the ignition lead that is to be screwed into the module. Important:
Do not use graphite grease Molykote or silicone insulating paste for this job. Ignition timing is
not adjustable. Since there is no mechanical wear in these systems, ignition timing cannot get
out of adjustment. However, an internal fault in the circuit can alter the switching point in such a
way that a spark test will still show the system to be in order although timing is outside the
permissible tolerance. This will impair engine starting and running behavior. Take out the
screws. Note: The ignition lead is molded to the ignition module. Important: Before installing a
new ignition module, make sure area for vibration damping pad is free from grease, dirt and
moisture. Slide the setting gauge 1 between the arms of the ignition module and the flywheel
magnet poles. Reassemble all other parts in the reverse sequence. Lift ignition module away
slightly and disconnect short circuit wire from ignition module. Removing the flywheel: Remove the fan housing - see 6. Slide the setting gauge 2 between the arms of the ignition
module and the flywheel magnet poles. Note: If the flywheel cannot be removed by hand, screw
on the puller 1 and tap its end to release the flywheel. Unscrew the puller. Inspect the flywheel 1
and magnet poles 2. If you find any damage, install a new flywheel. Installing the flywheel: All
models Important: Clean the stub of the crankshaft and the flywheel hub bore with a standard
commercial, solvent-based degreasant which contains no chlorinated or halogenated
hydrocarbons - see Note: Check position of slot. Tighten nut on FS to 24 Nm Tighten nut on all
other models to 32 Nm Lift the throttle cable 1 a little. Remove short circuit wire connector 2
from base of cable guide. Push out the grommet 1. Pull short circuit wire 2 out of housing bore,
remove it from the retainers and pull off the grommet. Rewind Spring Replacing Note: The
replacement spring comes ready for installation and is secured with a washer. If the action of
the starter rope becomes very stiff and the rope rewinds very slowly or not completely, it can be
assumed that the starter mechanism is in order but plugged with dirt. At very low outside
temperatures the lubricating oil on the rewind spring may thicken and cause the spring
windings to stick together. This has a detrimental effect on the function of the starter
mechanism. In such a case it is sufficient to apply a few drops of paraffin kerosine to the rewind

spring. Then carefully pull out the starter rope several times and allow it to rewind until its
normal smooth action is restored. If clogged with dirt or pitch, the entire starter mechanism,
including the rewind spring, must be removed and disassembled. Take special care when
removing the spring. Wash all parts in paraffin or white spirit. Remove fan housing with rewind
starter. The washer slips off the rewind spring as it is pushed into the fan housing. Engage the
outer spring loop in the recess in the fan housing at the same time. Caution: The rewind spring
may pop out and uncoil during installation. Take out the screw and remove any remaining
pieces of spring from the fan housing. Engage outer spring loop in the recess and refit rewind
spring in fan housing in the counterclockwise direction, starting outside and working inwards.
Check the position of the inner spring loop. It should be 2 mm 0. Grip the rope close to the rotor
and use it to turn the rope rotor six full turns counterclockwise. Note: The rewind spring is
correctly tensioned when the starter grip sits firmly in the rope guide bush without drooping to
one side. If this is not the case, tension the spring by one additional turn. When the starter rope
is fully extended, it must still be possible to rotate the rope rotor at least another half turn
before maximum spring tension is reached. If this is not the case, pull the rope out, hold the
rope rotor steady and take off one turn of the rope. Do not overtension the rewind spring as this
will cause it to break. Hold the rope rotor steady. Pull out the rope with the starter grip and
straighten it out. Starter rope - Remove rope rotor - see "Standard Repairs, Troubleshooting"
handbook. Pull the rope back to locate the knot in the starter grip. Starter grip The starter grip is
supplied with starter rope. Thread rope through the hole in the side of the rotor. Pry cap out of
starter grip. Pull the rope back into thr rotor so that the knot locates in the recess. Thread end of
new starter rope through the underside of the starter grip. Thread the starter rope through the
guide bush from outside the fan housing. Attach the throttle cable, then position torsion spring
as shown and push its long arm into the slot. Warning: To avoid risk of electric shock, do not
start the unit while the control handle is open. Take the throttle trigger 1 with torsion spring 2
and throttle cable 3 off the peg. Use screwdriver 1 to take out the screws. Lift the interlock lever
1 slightly and turn it to one side until the torsion spring 2 is relaxed. Check correct positions of
throttle cable 1 , contact spring 2 , protective tube 3 and insulator 4. Pull slide control out of
handle molding. Check positions of throttle cable 1 , contact spring 2 , protective tube 3 and
insulator 4. All models - Remove the shroud - see 4. Note: On FS The groove 1 in the slide
control must engage over the outer edge 2 of the handle molding. Take throttle cable 1 out of
base of cable guide 2 and retainer 3 on carburetor housing. Throttle lever 1 must butt against
the stop on the carburetor cover 2 when throttle trigger is squeezed full throttle. Make sure
grommet is properly located in the carburetor housing. On carburetors with an idle speed
screw: Throttle lever must butt against the idle speed screw when the trigger is in the idle
position. Note: The filter housing is not shown in the illustration. Adjustment is effected by
moving the throttle cable in the holder. Important: Note adjustment range of idle speed screw.
Take throttle cable 1 out of base of cable guide 2 and pull it out of opening 3 in carburetor
housing. Dirty and clogged air filters reduce engine power, increase fuel consumption and make
starting more difficult. The air filter must be cleaned when there is a noticeable loss of engine
power. Swing the filter cover 2 forwards and take it off the lower lugs on the filter housing.
Release screw 1 and pull throttle cable 2 out a little. Note: The throttle lever moves towards the
carburetor cover. The throttle lever must butt against the idle speed screw, if fitted. Press down
the tab. Push the filter cover downwards and take it off the lower lugs on the filter housing. All
models Remove the filter. Important: In the event of trouble with the carburetor or the fuel
supply system, always check and clean the tank vent - see 8. Close the vent screw 1 on the
rubber bulb 2 and pump air into the carburetor until the pressure gauge 3 shows a reading of
approx. Fit fuel hose 1 on nipple 2 If this pressure remains constant, the carburetor is airtight.
However, if it drops, there are two possible causes: 1. The inlet needle is not sealing foreign
matter in valve seat or sealing cone of inlet needle is damaged or inlet control lever sticking.
The metering diaphragm is damaged. In either case the carburetor must be removed and
serviced - see "Carburetor" handbook. Turn screw slowly and carefully slight changes have a
noticeable effect on engine running behavior. Turn the idle speed screw LA clockwise until
cutting tool begins to rotate, and then turn screw back one half turn. Standard setting If the
carburetor has to be adjusted from scratch, first carry out the standard setting. Use the
following procedure: - Mount approved cutting tool. Turn high speed screw H clockwise for
leaner mixture at high altutude, or counterclockwise for richer mixture at sea level. Turn the idle
speed screw LD clockwise until engine runs smoothly cutting tool must not rotate. Cutting tool
rotates while engine is idling: - Carry out standard setting. Turn the idle speed screw LA
counterclockwise until cutting tool stops rotating and then turn it about another one full turn in
the same direction. Adjusting one screw Adjusting idle speed Engine stops while idling: Turn
the idle speed adjusting screw LD clockwise until engine runs smoothly cutting tool must not

rotate. Cutting tool rotates while engine is idling: Turn the idle speed screw LD
counterclockwise until cutting tool stops rotating and then turn screw about another one full in
the same direction. The carburetor has no adjusting screws for maximum engine speed H screw
or idle mixture L screw. The carburetor is tuned so that the engine receives an optimum fuelair
mixture in all operation conditions. A slight correction of the idle speed may be necessary.
Note: If the engine does not reach 6, rpm in starting throttle position, readjust the throttle cable,
see 7. Correct operation of the carburetor is only possible if atmospheric pressure and internal
fuel tank pressure are equal at all times. This is ensured by the tank vent. Important: If problems
occur on the carburetor or the fuel supply system, always check and clean the tank vent. Check
function by performing pressure and vacuum tests on the tank via the fuel hose. The diaphragm
pump draws fuel out of the tank and into the carburetor via the fuel hose. Any impurities mixed
with the fuel are retained by the pickup body filter. The fine pores of the filter eventually become
clogged with minute particles of dirt. This restricts the passage of fuel and results in fuel
starvation. Important: In the event of trouble with the fuel supply system, always check the fuel
tank and the pickup body first. Clean the fuel tank if necessary. Cleaning the fuel tank - Unscrew
the filler cap and drain the tank. Note: Dispose of fuel properly. Pickup body - Unscrew the filler
cap and remove it together with the retainer. Pry sintered filter 5 out of fuel filler cap. If
diaphragm in the valve 6 is damaged, pull it out of valve body and fit new one. Equalization of
pressure from the outside inwards takes place via the hole in the fuel filler cap, the sintered
filter, the valve and holes in the cap. Fit sealing ring 7 over valve body. Equalization of pressure
from the inside outwards takes place via the holes in the cap, the holes in the valve body, the
sintered filter and the hole in the fuel filler cap. Use hook 1 to pull the pickup body out of the
fuel tank. Note: Do not stretch the fuel hose. Pull the pickup body off the fuel hose. Install in the
reverse sequence. Disconnect fuel hose from lower connector on manual fuel pump and pull it
out of the guide. Length "A" of return hose must be mm 7. Ease grommets 2 out of fuel tank.
Fuel hoses - Unscrew filler cap and remove together with retainer. The anti-vibration AV
connection between the engine and drive tube consists of a rubber element installed in the
clutch housing. Lever the retaining ring out of the clutch housing. Tighten down clamp screw 2.
Tighten fixing screw 3 moderately if necessary. The anti-vibration AV connection between the
engine and drive tube consists of four rubber buffers in the AV housing. Push the rubber
element, tapered end 1 first, onto the AV sleeve until the flange 2 is behind the rubber element.
Push the rubber element into clutch housing as far as stop so that slot 1 is opposite the lug 2.
Assemble all parts in the reverse sequence. Push support in direction of AV housing until the
four steel bars are tight. AV housing - Remove bike handle see Fit a steel bar e. The
anti-vibration connection between the engine and support frame consists of three springs. Take
spline screws 1 and hex. Note: If too much lubricant is used, the grip will twist on the tube.
Always leave it to dry for a while after fitting. Unscrew the nuts 1. Remove lower clamp 2 ,
support block 3 , bike handle 4 and upper clamp 5 with screws 6. Push the grip into position so
that the longer ends see arrows point toward the gearhead at an angle of 7 - 15 degrees to the
shaft. If necessary, take springs 5 of out lower clamp. The drive shaft is supported in a flexible
liner inside the drive tube. The ends of the drive tube are sealed with plugs. Remove screws 1.
Remove the loop handle 2 and upper clamp 3. Pull the drive shaft out of the drive tube. Note: If
the shaft has turned blue, fit a new one. Important: Apply the grease uniformly and thinly to the
whole drive shaft. Do not pump grease directly into the drive tube. Take the square nuts 4 out of
the barrier bar. If necessary, apply slight pressure to the shaft and rotate it slowly until it can be
pushed in to the specified dimension. Pull flexible shaft out of the drive tube. Note: If flexible
shaft has turned blue, fit a new one. Important: Apply the grease uniformly and thinly to the
whole shaft. On machines with loop handle, pull the drive tube 1 out of the control handle 2 at
the same time. Inspect the 0-ring and fit a new one if necessary. Degrease the clamp mounting
area and push the drive tube home so that the holes line up. Pull off the control handle. Pull off
the sleeve 3. Release the clamp screw. Remove the guard ring 2. Release the clamp screw 1.
Pull off the housing 2. Use drift 1 or to press clutch drum out of ball bearing. Use press arbor 1
to remove ball bearing from clutch housing. Use press arbor 1 to remove ball bearing from
bearing housing. Use drift 1 or to press home clutch drum as far as stop. Use press arbor 1 to
press home ball bearing as far as stop. Sealing exhaust port for leakage test For leakage test
Setting air gap between ignition module and flywheel Clutch and flywheel nut, decompression
valve 0. Part No. Installing crankshaft Removing rubber element from AV sleeve External circlip
on clutch drum Internal circlip in clutch housing For all IS screws 7 Separating handle moldings
Removing and installing clutch drum 1 2 Holding drive tube and bike handle Removing ball
bearing in clutch housing Installing ball bearing in clutch housing, removing and installing ball
bearing in bearing housing support frame 2 Holding FS and FR units Holds drive tube of FS
units for repairs in conjunction with assembly stand Holds powerhead of FS and FR units for
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Take bushings out of the clutch shoes. Remove cover 2. Unscrew carrier from end of
crankshaft. Insert screws and tighten down to 12 Nm 8. All models Remove the gasket. Pull
spark arresting screen 2 out of the muffler. Press down the decompression valve 2. Remove the
shroud 3. Slide a new gasket over the carburetor studs. Push the test flange 1 into position. Fit
and tighten down the nuts 2 firmly. Connect the suction hose of vacuum pump to test flange
nipple. Close vent screw 1 on pump cylinder. Pull away the carburetor housing 2. Take cable
retainer out of cylinder. Ease the hookless snap rings out of the grooves in the piston bosses.
Pull out the sealing ring. Thoroughly clean the gasket seating surface 1. Check that adapter
sleeves 2 are in place. Fit them if necessary. Lubricate the needle cage 3 with oil and fit it in the
connecting rod. Take out screw 1. Remove top of cable guide 2. All models Ease the grommets
out of the housing and pull out the short circuit wire. Take throttle cable 1 out of base of guide
2. All models Pull the base of the guide off the housing. Carefully knock the oil seals out of the
crankcase. Remove spark plug boot 1 see 5. Pull off the cable retainer 2. Remove the retainer.
Pull rubber boot 1 off the high voltage output. Remove ignition lead from the retainers. Pull
short circuit wire connector 1 off tag on ignition module. Pull boot 1 off the spark plug. Pull
cable retainer 2 out of cylinder. Take ignition lead out of guide. Fit locking strip 1 Unscrew the
flywheel nut. Take out the screw 1. All models Push out the outer grommet 1. Make a loop in the
starter rope. Remove the torsion spring. The interlock lever must be behind the throttle trigger.
Disconnect throttle cable from trigger. Pull the interlock lever off the peg. Take out slide
controls collar screw 1. Use screwdriver 1 to remove screw. Remove detent spring 2. Push
guard 2 forward. All models Remove spring from seats 1 and peg 2. Remove contact spring
from peg 1 and collar screw 2. Remove torsion spring. Pull interlock lever with contact spring
off the peg. Pull slide control off the handle molding. Remove contact spring from interlock
lever. Remove screws from clamps. Lift contact spring 1 a little and remove the throttle cable 2.
Remove torsion spring from peg. The torsion spring 3 must engage the recess 4 in the slide
control. Remove screw 1 from extended throttle cable 2. Pull grommet out of carburetor
housing. Check heat shield 1. If necessary, push out the grommet 2 and remove the heat shield.
Disconnect throttle cable nipple 1 from slotted pin 2 on throttle lever. Pry choke knob 2 out of
filter housing and pull it off the choke shaft. Pull the fuel hose 3 off the elbow connector on the
carburetor. Remove the filter housing and pull stub out of grommet at the same time. Pry choke
knob out of carburetor housing and pull it off the choke shaft. Unscrew the nuts 2. Disconnect
fuel hose 3 from carburetor. Disconnect fuel hose from connector. Push the fuel hose with
nipple onto the carburetor elbow connector. Push the nipple into the testers pressure hose. Pull
fuel hose off carburetors elbow connector. Cleaning - Unscrew the fuel filler cap. Ease the cap 1
off the valve body 2. Take sintered filter 3 out of cap. Pry valve body out of fuel filler cap 4. Push
new sintered filter 5 into filler cap. All models - Drain the fuel tank. Pull fuel hose off carburetor
elbow connector. Pull out the return hose 2 together with grommet 3. Disconnect hoses from
connectors. Push installing tool 1 into AV sleeve as far as stop. Take the clutch shroud off the
clutch housing. Pull clutch housing off the rubber element. Rubber buffers Pull the AV sleeve 3
off the installing tool. Press snap hook 1 down and remove the cover 2. Carefully ease the cable
retainers out of the AV housing. Release clamp screw on support. Pull the support 1 and AV
housing 2 off the drive tube. Pull the rubber buffers off the clutch housing. Remove the springs
2 from the support plate. Take out the clamp screw 1. Swing open the upper clamp 2 and lift it
away. Remove bike handle 3 and lower clamp 4. Use jaws 1 to clamp bike handle tube in vice.
Loop handle without barrier bar Loop handle with barrier bar Unscrew the nuts 1. Remove lower
clamp 2. Drive shaft Remove screws 1. Remove the barrier bar 1 , loop handle 2 and upper
clamp 3. Take throttle cable out of the two retainers. Press down lever on clutch housing.
Flexible liner - Remove the drive tube - see Press down lever on housing. Pry the plug out of the
drive tube. Take the fixing screw 1 out of the AV sleeve. Release the clamp screw 2. On
machines with bike handle, take throttle cable out of retainers. Release screws 1 on clamps of
control handle 2. Pull the hose clamp apart and take it off the drive tube. Pull off the sleeve, if
fitted. Pull out the flexible shaft. Release clamp screws. Remove screws 1 from the shroud.
Remove screws 2 from the clutch housing 3. Use pliers 1 to remove retaining ring from the
clutch drum stub. Remove screw from support frame. Lever the support frame out of the ball
bearing. Printed in Germany. Gavin Hackett. Carl Carlson. Roki Balboa. John Doee. Anonymous
DlSBty Filipe Loureiro. Tabata Natalia. Gradimir Milanovic. Brian Garvey. Vladut Marius. Glauber

Aquino. Scott Kramer. Hans Hansen. Popular in Ignition System. Charlie Souza. Deepankumar
Athiyannan. Nicu Pascaluta. Alejandro Narvaez. Senja Rira. Khadil Blackwood. Jesus Estrada.
Pedro Rodrigues Figueiredo. Jaime Camo. Luis Sanchez. Mohammad Ismail Hossain Sujohn.
Cristhian Cazas. Men Panha. Aaa Bbb. Quick navigation Home. Collapse section Share Share on
Facebook, opens a new window Facebook. Stihl is a highly recognized name in outdoor power
equipment products. DHS Equipment understands that people are searching for Stihl parts
online everyday, so we want to offer the best quality Stihl replacement parts online. Stihl
produces thousands of power equipment products, that's why DHS Equipment covers the
popular machines, such as Stihl Cutquik saw parts, Stihl chainsaw parts, Stihl trimmer parts,
and Stihl blower parts. There are no tougher jobs than those on construction sites and
demolition operations. DHS Equipment is the online leader in Stihl cut-off saw parts, featuring a
huge catalog of OEM and aftermarket maintenance replacement Stihl concrete saw parts. Shop
the most comprehensive Stihl concrete cutting saw parts catalog online and save huge over our
competition. When it come
1985 corvette engine specs
g m repair manuals
ford festiva 2005
s to logging, farming, land clearing, tree service and big firewood cutting jobs, professionals
trust the unique features that make Stihl the best chainsaw on the market. As these saws see
daily service, it's important that you're using only the best quality OEM or aftermarket Stihl
chainsaw parts to maintain or repair your Stihl chainsaw. Professionals demand more from their
Stihl grass trimmers. More power, more comfort, and more dependability. DHS Equipment
supplies top quality Stihl trimmer parts to professionals across the nation. Our line of Stihl
trimmers parts or of the best quality and are backed by the DHS Equipment satisfaction
guarantee. We offer a comprehensive line of Stihl blower parts for landscaping professionals,
each part meets or exceeds OEM specifications for quality. Our line of Stihl blower parts for
maintenance or repair are OEM or aftermarket replacements of great quality. Stihl Parts Online
Stihl is a highly recognized name in outdoor power equipment products.

